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Introduction
In this section, a brief discussion of controllability, observability, system duality and robust stability will be presented. Knowledge of this information is fundamental to future discussions.
System identification for the purpose of control design
There are many researchers, scientists, and engineers working in the area of system identification, and each of these individuals interprets the field of system identification relative to his own interests. Therefore, to establish commonality, a short discussion of system identification relative to control design follows. Although there are many methods of control design, discussions in this document will focus on the use of popular, model based, modern, control design methods. In these methods, a first order mathematical model of system dynamics must be determined before a controller can be constructed. This mathematical model is determined from measured input/output data.
In Figure 1 .1, a control design problem is illustrated. In this figure, a lithography fine stage[ 13 is instrumented with a set of actuators and sensors. The actuators apply force loads to the system, and the sensors measure some time derivative of vibratory displacement. This vibratory displacement is due to actuator force and exogenous disturbance force loadings.
Actuators are driven by power amplifiers which are driven by a set of Digital to Analog -Converters (DAC's). The input to the DAC's is a stream of numerical input data, u (i) .
Sensors drive preamplifiers which drive amplifiers which drive anti-aliasing filters which drive Analog to Digital Converters (ADC's). The output of the ADC's is a stream of numerical output data y (i) .
Control is performed by numerically relating inputs, u (i) , to outputs, y (i) , via a control law. The physical device used to implement this control law is called a processor. Together, the actuators, sensors, amplifiers, filters, ADC's, DAC's and processor are referred to as the control system.
To derive a control law, a model of system dynamics from u (i) to y (i) must be found. This control law is designed to change system dynamics so as to achieve a desired objective. For example, in the Figure 1.1 lithography fine stage system, the control law is designed to minimize stage settling time. In most model based modem control design methods the model from u (i) to y (i) is required to be in first order state space form. That is, 
Lithography Stage
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The role of model uncertainty in control (design
The equation 1. lab nominal model represents a linear, factorizable, proper, time invariant system 'of finite order. A linear system is one for which the principle of superposition applies. That is, in a linear system, the response of the system to the sum of two distinct inputs will be the summed response of the system to each input acting alone. Non-linear systems dynamics such as backlash, saturation, and stiffness hardening will force system response not to behave in this fashion. A control law is designed from a nominal model, and that model, as stated above, never accurately represents the physical system to be controlled. Therefore, when the control law is implemented, it must act upon well modeled dynamics with certainty so as to produce effective system responses while acting upon poorly modeled dynamics with uncertainty so as not to produce instabilities and degraded performance. For example, Figure 1 .2 shows the transfer function of a typical structural dynamic system. At low frequencies, the modes of the system are well spaced and easily identified. At high frequencies there are an infinite number of uncertain modes. No numerical model can represent the dynamics of all these high frequency modes. Therefore, a compromise between identification and control is made. At low frequencies, the control system acts upon well modeled dynamics with certainty to produce effective system responses, and at high frequencies the control system acts upon poorly modeled dynamics with uncertainty so as not to produce instabilities. At high frequencies the control system is robustly stable. Robust stability is usually imposed by gain stabilizing the closed loop system. Using Figure   1 .3, gain stabilization can be explained for a Single Input, Single Output, (SISO), system.
In this figure numerical input data, u (i) , and the numerical output data, y (i) , have both been transformed into the z domain as u ( z ) and y ( z ) respectively [2] , and DAC/ADC, inputloutput dynamics are represented in the z domain by the function
The output of H ( z ) , y ( z ) , is subtracted from a zero reference signal, r ( z ) = 0 to produce an error signal, e ( z ) . This error signal is input to the control law, G ( z ) , whose output is u ( z ) . The control law is designed such that y ( z ) follows r ( z ) . That is, the closed loop system produces command following. For the case when r (z) = 0 , good command following implies good disturbance rejection to any exogenous disturbance,
:
Htio) Gain stabilization simply reduces the magnitude of G[ z = ejwAt J to be near zero over poorly modeled frequency bands*. Therefore, little or no control effort is used over these bands and no change in stability from open loop stability can occur due to uncertainty. Robustness, achieved through gain stabilization, has a significantly effect on performance. Achieving robust stability through gain stabilization is the same as driving the magnitude of the closed loop transfer function towards zero over poorly modeled frequency bands. must be zero or small over this band. From the above equations it can be seen that T 0'0) and S 0'0) cannot both be zero over all frequencies since T 0'0) + S 0'0) = 1 . Thus, when robustness is high, performance is low, and when performance is high, robustness is low.
For "real" dynamics neither T ( j o ) nor S ( j o ) can be made to go to zero over an infinitesimally small A@. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1 .4, three frequency bands exist.
In the first band IS 0'0) I is small and IT 0'0) I is near unity. This is the performance band.
In the second band, IT 0'0) I and IS 0'0) I are neither small nor near unity. This is the transition band. In the third band, IT 0'0) I is small and I S 0'0) I is near unity. This is the robustness band. and Am ( z ) are stable systems, then the net storage of energy in each of these systems is bounded. Moreover, if the net production of energy from any system input to any system output is also bounded, then the system is stable since total energy (stored energy + produced energy) will also be bounded. Therefore, for a SISO system, if [3] . If equation 1.3a is valid for every possible combination of loops in a MIMO system, the system will be stable. Singular values are used to bound the maximum magnitudes of every possible combination of loops.
For a system, R (z) where Y (z) = R ( z ) r ( z ) , the square root of the ratio of energy out of the system over energy into the system due to the i input is given by where x (Am ( z ) ) is an energy production bound from any input to any output of Am (z) , then the net production of energy around any loop in the MIMO loop must be decreasing,
)-l and Am ( z ) are also stable, then the closed loop system is stable.
A discussion of controllability and observability
When using feedback control, inputs, u (i) , force the system in such a way that outputs,
, are driven to a desired response. To do this, the system must be both controllable and observable. For time invariant systems, state controllability implies that there exist some input u (i) which, over some time, NAt , will drive the states of the system, x (i) , to some desired state, xd . State observability implies that by measuring y (i) over some past time,
NAt , the state of the system can be determined exactly at NAt time in the past*. The following subsections discuss the mathematical conditions required for controllability and observability .
These conditions will be used in sections 2.3 to 2.5 to derive algorithms for the purpose of identifying a nominal model.
Controllability in discrete systems
There are two parts to the solution of a linear matrix difference equation. The first part of the solution is the homogeneous solution and the second part is the particular solution. The particular solution is the response of the system to input u (i) for zero initial state conditions (i.e. x (0) = 0 ). This input will produce a particular state response, xp (i) , which can be deduced from equation at NAt , the set of equations, matrix has rank less than nslates , there will be no input which will drive x (i) to Xd in any amount of time. In this situation, the system is said to be uncontrollable. 
Observability in discrete systems
The homogeneous response of the system to an initial condition is tabulated in table 2.  From table 2 The dual system is controllable if the original system is observable, and the dual is observable if the original system is controllable. Therefore, observability of a system can be checked by determining the controllability of its dual, and the controllability of a system can be check by determining the observability of its dual. The dual of the system will be used in section 2.6 to define model reduction parameters.
Eigensystem realization type algorithms
In this section, the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) and the Eigensystem -Realization Algorithm with Data Correlations (ERA/DC) will be derived. Both of these algorithms will produce first order state space realizations* of a system from measured input/output data. Uncertainty bounds, required for robust control design, will also be derived.
Markov parameters
Markov parameters are used in both the ERA and the ERA/DC algorithms. The Markov parameters of a system are derived from a redistribution of system impulse response data. Therefore, they can be physically measured. Table 3 Table 3 : Impulse response of a matrix first order system
Calculation of Markov parameters
To measure the Markov parameters of a physical system, the system must be excited by a probe signal excitation, the response of the system must be collected and averaged to minimize the effects of noise, estimates of cross and auto spectral response matrices must be produced, transfer function matrices must be calculated, and impulse response functions determined. Figure 2 .1 shows this situation when a feedback controller, G ( 2 ) , is present. 
.1 Probe signal excitation
To determine Markov parameters, the physical system, H ( z ) , is excited by a probe signal excitation, p (i) . Some of the characteristics of probe signal excitations are; 1) Root mean square to peak level-The root mean square level of the probe signal excitation is proportional to the total amount of energy placed into the system for the purpose of identification. Since peak excitation levels are bounded by the clipping of amplifiers, DAC's or actuators, a signal with a high root mean square to peak level will be able to place more energy into the system than one with a low root mean square to peak level. Therefore, for set noise levels, higher root mean square to peak probe signal levels imply a higher signal to noise ratio. 2) Distortion-As stated in section 1.2, all systems have some non-linear, time variant dynamics associated with them. Nevertheless, when determining the transfer functions of a system, it is assumed that the system is linear and time invariant. Therefore, transfer functions estimates will be distorted. Different types of probe signals will produce different levels of distortion. 3 ) Leakage-Leakage is due to the finite truncation of a sampled, infinite duration response. This truncated sampled response is used in the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) algorithm to produce approximate system spectral responses in the z domain. Different types of probe signals will produce different levels of leakage. Therefore, no two blocks of noiseless data are identical. Leakage is a serious problem with this type of excitation, but can be minimized by the use of time windows [4] .
2) Pseudo random excitation-In this type of excitation, the same random input is repeated every block. Therefore, the output stored in all blocks after the first block is the same, and leakage from one block is absorbed into the next so that the net leakage effect in all blocks, except the first block, is minimized. 3) Periodic random excitation-Periodic random excitation is a series of back to back pseudo random excitations. In periodic random excitation, a random block input is repeated a set number of times and then another random block input is repeated the same number of times, and so on. 4) Burst random excitation-In this type of excitation, a random excitation excites the system for a fraction of the block length and no excitation excites the system for the rest of the block. This allows the output response to die output before the end of the block and therefore, leakage is minimized. Eurst random excitations have low root input data streamp (i) 1st block 2st block 3st block 1st block 2nd block 3nd block of input of input of input output data stream,y (i) mean square to peak levels.
The type of probe signal excitation used to measure Markov parameters will be dependent upon the type of system that is being identified and hardware data acquisition limitations. For example, in acoustic systems, sinusoidal excitations are often used due to there high root mean square to peak levels. Nevertheless, for structural mechanical systems which include rubber mounts or bolted connections, random excitations tend to produce less distortion. 
Data collection and averaging

Hankel matrix construction
Markov parameters are assembled into a matrix called a Hankel matrix, H ( k ) . This matrix is used in ERA and E M C to form a realization. This matrix is formed by stacking
Markov parameters into a matrix as
The Markov parameters are arranged in this fashion since
where, from equation 1.4a,b, V and W are the controllability and observability matrices of the system.
The Eigensystem Bealization Algorithm (ERA)
Once the Markov parameters of the system have been measured, a nominal model can be determined by using ERA or ERA/DC and model reduction. In this section and the next, the derivation of ERA and ERA/DC is presented. In section 2.6 a singular value model reduction method with be described.
The singular value decomposition of a real valued matrix M E RmX1 is given by T Q Q = P P = P P = Zm, and again Zm is an identity matrix [3] . 
T T T 2 ' T N' T T 2 (2.4b)
Notice two aspects of the above equations. First, this selection of V and W is not unique. This is reasonable considering that C , B , or A are not unique for a given set of dynamics.
Second, the number of rows or columns of d must equal the number of columns in V and the number of rows in W , and this row or colunm dimension must be equal to nstates.
Also notice that if the singular value decomposition of H (0) produces singular values equal to zero for all ni < n I nStcIteS, rows and columns of P , d , and Q associated with these zero singular values can be truncated and the product PdQ will still exactly equal H (0) . Thus, the loss of states associated with these zero singular values does not change modeled dynamics. By eliminating these non-contributing states, a model with a minimal number of states will be produced. A model which contains a minimal number of states is called a minimal realization.
Minimal realizations exist for idealized analytical systems, but seldom for real systems. This is due to the fact that real systems are seldom linear, factorizable, time invariant and of finite order. Therefore, they cannot be represented exactly by equation 1.1 and, as a result, produce a continuous distribution of non-zero singular values.
By knowing V , W , nin and nout, the B and C matrices can be determined as
where E, and E, are matrices of zeros and ones used to filter B and C from the 2.4a, and 2.4b observability and controllability matrices. Substituting equations 2.4a,b into equation -- 
The ,?Jigensystem Realization Algorithm with Data correlation (ERA/DC)
In both ERA and ERA/DC a Hankel matrix is used to produce a system realization. Nevertheless, in ERA a singular value decomposition on H (0) is performed, whereas in ERA/DC a singular value decomposition on R (0) = H ( 0 ) HT ( 0 ) is performed when H ( k ) has more columns than rows, and on R (0) = H* ( 0 ) H ( 0 ) when H ( k ) has more rows than columns. This results in the decomposition of a matrix which is dimensionally small. Therefore, for large variations in the number of rows and columns of the Hankel matrix, ERA/DC is numerically more efficient. The matrix, R ( k ) = H (k) HT ( 0 ) , is called the correlation matrix.
If H ( k ) has more columns than rows, this decomposition become --
Moreover, since H (0) = VW = Pd W then W = d P H (0) and
On the other hand, if H (0) has more rows than columns then the matrix
Following a similar approach gives 
State elimination using a balanced realization
As stated in the previous section, if a state has a zero singular value, then it does not contribute to system response and can be eliminated from the model. Nevertheless, no real world system has states with zero singular values. Therefore, the contribution of a state to system response must be ranked by testing system dynamics.
If impulsive loads are applied to nominal model inputs (i.e. u (i) = I S i ) then state response for i > 0 will be given by the columns of the controllability, matrix, W . Therefore, the correlated state response matrix is given by is the k state response for an impulse into the j input. Vice versa, if the k singular value is small, then the kfh state response is also small. Thus, if the contributions of all states to all outputs were equal, then those states with small singular values could be eliminated from the model since they would contribute little to system response.
Unfortunately, the contribution of all states to all outputs is not equal. Therefore, the observability of the system must be determined. This can be determined by working with the dual system described in section 1.3.3. If impulsive loads (Le. u (i) = 16,) are applied to the inputs of the nominal model dual, state response will be equal to the transpose of the block rows of the observability matrix, V . The correlated state matrix response of the dual system is given by,
This matrix, Q , is called the observability grammian. From equation 2.4b, Q is also equal to d .
Therefore, for ERA, the controllability and observability grammians are equal and diagonal. This is called a balanced realization [8, 9] . In this type of realization, the contribution of the states to the output are equally ranked to the response of the states to the input. Thus, states which do not contribute significantly to system response will have "small" singular values and dynamics which can be eliminated from the realization.
ERA produces a balanced realization, whereas ERA/DC does not produce a balanced realization. In ERADC, P = d P R ( 0 ) P d 2 , and Q = d when H ( k ) has more columns than rows, and P = d , and Q = d Q R ( 0 ) Qd2 when H ( k ) has more rows than columns. Therefore, it is not obvious that a realization obtained through ERA/DC is balanced. Nevertheless, the singular values in E W C can be related to a system response for which it is balanced. Thus, in a fashion similar to ERA, model reduction by the deletion of small singular values is usually performed.
Determining nominal model uncertainty bounds
A nominal model can be constructed by using ERA or ERA/DC to form a realization (sections 2.4 and 2.5), and by using singular values to perform model reduction (section 2.6). This nominal model will represent most, but not all, physical system dynamics. Therefore, without checking for instabilities caused by nominal model uncertainty, a controller designed from this nominal model will not necessarily produce closed loop stability. To assure stability in the presence of model uncertainty, a measured bound on nominal model uncertainty is required. x (Am ( z ) ) must be found. This is performed by exciting each input into Am (z) , 9 ( z ) , separately and measuring the resulting outputs of Am (z) , E ( z ) . The bound, x (Am ( z ) ) , is the maximum ratio of energy out over energy in on a frequency by frequency basis. This can be calculated from power spectrums of 9 (z) and E ( z ) .
The difficulty with using this approach is that both 9 (z) and E ( z ) are parameters internal to the system and therefore, cannot be directly excited or measured. Therefore, they must be indirectly excited or calculated from measured data. The parameter 9 ( z ) is excited by 
An application -the magnetically levitated lithography stage
In this section, the identification and control of the flexible body dynamics of a magnetically levitated lithography fine stage is described. The stage, shown in Figure 1 .1, consists of an aluminum platen suspended in space by a distribution of electro-magnets. A rigid body controller is used to control the rigid body position of the stage. The bandwidth of this rigid body controller determines the speed at which the stage can be moved in space. Nevertheless, this bandwidth is limited by the destabilization of flexible body modes. Therefore, a flexible body controller was constructed to reduce this destabilization so that rigid body bandwidth, and therefore speed, could be increased Table 4 : Natural frequencies and damping
where the vector, u (n) E R sixteen force inputs from the electromagnetic actuators and whose last three elements contain the three piezoelectric actuator amplifier inputs. The vector, y (n) E RgX1 , is a discrete output vector whose first six elements are the six capacitive sensor displacement outputs and whose last three elements are the collocated piezoelectric velocity outputs. The parameter, n , is a discrete time increment, and A E R , and D E Rgxl9 are state matrices.
, is an input vector whose first sixteen elements contain the 84x84 9x84
,B E R84x'9, C E R 1 Figure 3 .lb Simulink fine stage model
The sixteen electromagnetic actuators are used to move the fine stage in rigid body directions. These actuators were mono-directional and therefore were paired in order to produce bi-directional rigid body motion. This actuator pairing was modeled by the blocks where up is the force produced by a pair of actuators, u1 is the force produced by the first actuator in the pair, and u2 is the force produced by the second actuator in the pair. If up > 0, u1 = u and u2 = 0, otherwise u2 = up and u1 = 0 where the second actuator pulls in the opposite direction of the first. 
Saturation
where fmax is the maximum force which an electromagnetic actuator can apply to the platen. For lOpm step excitations, it was assumed that fmax = 15Zbf*.
Saturation blocks are driven by the transformation blocks, which relates rigid body forces and torques to forces applied to the eight actuator pairs. Moreover, capacitive measurements drive the transformation blocks, which relates displacements at each capacitor to three rigid body translations and three rigid body rotations to form six rigid body outputs. Figure 3 .lc where the masked block labeled "fine stage" is given by Figure 3 .lb. In Figure 3 . IC, the blocks labeled "PD slow" are discrete, Proportional and Derivative (PD) rigid body controllers. These controllers control the six rigid body degrees of freedom of the fine stage. These controllers run at a 200Hz sampling rate (a tenth of the sampling rate of the flexible body controller). If the fine stage had no flexible body dynamics, the rigid body controllers would change the dynamics of the system in each rigid body direction to that of a second order system with a 2Hz bandwidth and a 0.707 damping ratio. This low bandwidth was required to hold the magnetically levitated fine stage in place while system identification is being performed. Once flexible body dynamics have been identified and a *A complete description of the rigid body controller is not provided in this document due to its confidentiality. Therefore, assumptions as to saturation levels are required.
flexible body controller designed.and implemented, rigid body control bandwidth will be moved up to as large of a value as possible.
The Figure 3 .lc lithography machine model was include into the In rate feedback and LQG control, it is assumed that the controller takes the form,
In this document, the rate feedback controller is derived from a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) solution[ 121.
The LQR problem statement is;
given that
where u (i) is a vector of force excitations and y (i) is a vector of collocated velocity feedbacks,
find an F where -Fx (i) = u (i) such that is minimized for given Q and R .
To derive a rate feedback controller, the realization is placed into modal coordinates and Q and R are matrices chosen to weight modes of greatest importance. Then, from a single Again, the solution involves placing the realization into modal coordinates and choosing the Q and R matrices to weight modes of greatest importance. Then a two Riccati equation solution is used to solve for the optimal compensator. A more complete description of LQG is given reference 12.
The system IDhibration control model shown in Figure 3 .ld was augmented with a number of blocks. for the purpose of performing system identification. Blocks labeled "Noise Gen", "save sum input", save sum output", and "save sum feedback" were added to produce periodic random probe signals excitations and to save averaged measured response data for the purpose of identifying system dynamics from piezoelectric amplifier inputs to piezoelectric velocity sensor outputs. Noise was added to the system at the rigid body actuators. This noise not only excited the flexible body dynamics but also the rigid body dynamics. Therefore, a low bandwidth rigid body controller was needed to limit rigid body modal response while system identification was being performed. Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR's) at the PZT outputs were set to -6,0, or 6 dB*.
These number are completely unrealistic root mean square level of signal *sNR=20'0g1~ root mean square level ot noise' for a lithography machine stage.-Nevertheless, they used with an alternative applications in mind. To construct Figure 3 .2, the Figure 3 .1 model was excited with periodic random excitation and output data was stored in 1024 point blocks which were averaged 325 times. An H , calculation was then used to produce transfer functions which were used to produce Markov parameters which were used to produce a nominal model realization. The singular values of the realization were truncated by using two methods. In the first method (min. !' . :
Accuracy of solution with variations in feedback and noise
'. 1 condition lo4 ' ' ' 8
Discussion of results
In this document, a discussion of some of the aspects of system identification as they relate to robust control design were presented. A few comments are given below. In section 2.6, it was shown that ERA produces a realization which can be used to order the importance of states relative to an impulsive input. Nevertheless, the selection of model order relative to this ordering is subjective, since the state response to an impulsive load may be a poor indicator of the importance of that state to closed loop performance. The form of the realization which produced this ordering was called a balanced realization. Also in section 2.6, it was stated that ERA/DC does not produce a balanced realization, yet model reduction relative to its singular values is still performed. Just how this model reduction relates to control performance is a research issue. In section 3.2, it was shown that system identification could be performed in the presence of noise and feedback control. It should be noted again, that any of the elements in the Figure 3 .2 matrix could have been lowered by further averaging. In section 3.3, it was shown that for a system without control feedback, uncertainty bounds could be measured which can be used to assure stability in the face of model uncertainty. These uncertainty bounds determine frequencies in the closed loop system where energy can be added without causing instability, or where energy can be removed to impose stability. In essence, this uncertainty bound shows the control designer how to shape the loop on the system so as to obtain the best closed loop stable response. Determining these uncertainty bounds for system with outputs which have closely coupled dynamics, and systems with control feedback, is a matter of research. This report represents the final aspects of work performed on the NCAICM phase I program on automated system identification.
Appendix A Nyquist Stability
The Nyquist stability theorem is used to determine the robustness, and stability of a single input, single output system in the presence of feedback control. hand plane, the homogeneous response of this system to any input will be unbounded, and therefore, the system will be unstable. Nevertheless, looking at the zeros of the characteristic equation gives limited information about closed loop robustness. For this purpose, the Nyquist stability theorem is used. Equation A (2) states that the number of clockwise encirclements of zero in the F (s) domain is equal to the number of zeros minus the number of poles of F (s) encircled in the s domain.
In Nyquist, the number of zeros of 1 + G (s) H (s) in the right half s plane is determined from A (2) . If this number is greater than zero, then the system is unstable. Thus, as shown in figure A3 , the closed s domain contour should encircle the entire right half s plane. Figure A3 shows this situation for both a stable and unstable system MS0321  MS0439  MS0439  MS0439  MS0439  MS0439  MS084 1  MS0828  MS0441  MS0443  MS0439  MS0501  MS0501  MS050 1  MS0557  MS0557  MS0557  MS0557  MS0954  MS 1033  MS0860  MS J576  MSC93 1  MS9018  MS0899  MS0619  MSOlOO 
